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We have completed the upgrade and calibration of the ion dynamics spectrometer~IDS!, a
high-speed Doppler duo spectrometer which measures ion flow and temperature in the MST
reversed-field pinch. This paper describes aninsitu calibration of the diagnostic’s phase and
frequency response. A single clock was employed to generate both a digital test signal and a digitizer
trigger thus avoiding frequency drift and providing a highly resolved measurement over the system
bandwidth. Additionally, we review the measurement of the spectrometer instrument function and
absolute intensity response. This calibration and subsequent performance demonstrate the IDS to be
one of the fastest, highest throughput diagnostics of its kind. Typical measurements are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On the MST RFP1 we have developed a fast passi
Doppler spectrometer2 for the study of ion dynamics. The
spectrometer collects radiation from opposing directio
along a toroidal chord, measuring the Doppler shift a
broadening of various impurity lines with<10ms resolution.
Over its two years of operation the ion dynamic spectrome
~IDS! has provided routine measurements of ion flow vel
ity and temperature over a variety of operating conditions
addition the IDS has broadened our understanding of
phenomenology of fluid braking and anomalous ion heat
during sawteeth events characteristic to RFP discharge3–7

In a recent upgrade of the diagnostic interference filters w
replaced by small concave holographic grating monochro
eters which have greatly improved light throughput and
jection of interfering lines. The system digitizers have a
been upgraded from 100 kHz to 1 MHz along with the an
log electronics to increase the analog bandwidth to 250 k
This will allow for more highly resolved measurements
the sudden fluid deceleration and anomalous ion heating
ing sawteeth events. The broad bandwidth will also facillit
the investigation of MHD activity~10–30 kHz!. In particular
the upgrade will allow the first direct measurement of t
dynamo electric field,Ed5^ṽ3b̃&, which is believed to
maintain the magnetic configuration of a RFP discharg8

This article reports on the complete calibration of the u
graded system and presents data which demonstrates th
graded capability. Particular attention is given to the syst
phase and frequency response which was measuredin situ
using a synchronized digitizer and signal generator. Meth
to measure the IDS single channel transfer function and
solute photon response will also be described.

II. CALIBRATION

A. Phase and frequency response

We performed a highly resolvedin situ calibration of the
entire IDS system phase response from 5 to 500 kHz. Fig
1 contains a sketch of the setup used for the calibration.
Quatech WSB-100 programmable D/A board, the key co
ponent of the calibration, generates an arbitrary function w
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 (1), January 1997 0034-6748/97/68(1)/285
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12 bit vertical resolution and a 20 MHz clock rate. The boa
generates continuous wave trains by cycling through a sto
sinusoidal function with an integer number of clock cycl
per period. Simulations demonstrate that at frequencies w
as few as 40 steps per signal cycle the driving freque
retains greater than 99% of the signal power. The gener
drove a bright LED, biased to insure a linear dynamic
sponse to the driving signal. Fiber optics collected the os
lating light signal and passed it through the full IDS syste
The 32 channel output from the IDS and the LED drivin
signal was digitized at 1 MHz with 12 bit resolution Auror
14 digitizers. The 20 MHz WSB-100 data strobe, divid
down to 1 MHz by a simple TTL circuit, clocked the dig
tizers insuring strict synchronization of the driving sign
and data collection.

The signal output from thej th channel of the IDS at time
t i can be modeled as

Xj~ t i !5Sj sin~vdt i1f j !1d j~ t i !, ~1!

whereSj andf j are the absolute amplitude and phase of
signal transmitted through the IDS,d j is a random deviate
representing the photon fluctuation noise, andvd is the LED
driving frequency. As Fig. 2~a! depicts, the photon fluctua
tion noise amplitude dominates the low amplitude transm
ted signal recorded at the output of the IDS. The correlat
of Xj (t) with a sinusoid of anglec at exactlyvo5vd over
the full record length,L, yields the function,9

Cj~c!5
1

L (
i51

L

Xj~ t i !sin~vot i1c!

5
1

2
Sj cos~c2f j !1O S d rms

L D . ~2!

The first term on the right hand side of this equation rep
sents the zero frequency beat wave between the corre
signals, and contains information about both the phase
amplitude of the transmitted signal. The remaining term r
resents the dc beat wave between the sinusoid and the
rier component of the noise at the pulsed frequency an
small if L@1. A linear fit toCj (c) through its positive-going
root yields the correlation anglec5f j2p/2 @Fig. 2~c!#. We
are then able to evaluateC(c5f j ), making cos(c2fj)51
285/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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and yieldingSj . The amplitude and phase of the referenc
signal,Sref andf ref , may be obtained identically. This allows
calculation of the phase lag,F j (vd)5f j2f ref , introduced
by the channel and the relative channel response amplitud
Rj (vd)5Sj /Sref .

The above analysis relies on the record length satisfyin
L@d rms/Sj , a condition easily satisfied by 128 K digitizer
records. In addition, to retain the first term in Eq.~2!, the
conditionvd5vo must be precisely satisfied. Inexact knowl-
edge of the driving frequency will introduce a non-zero bea
frequency,vb5vo2vd , into the correlation term causing it
to vanish ifL exceeds a beat period. Similarly, slight drifts in
vd quickly decorrelateXj and the sinusoid. If these drifts
and errors are well known, Eq.~2! may still be used if the
record length is shortened to a fraction of the beat period an
signal correlation length. However, employing the data
strobe from the D/A signal generator to clock the digitizers
enablesvd to be knownexactlyin the data regime, insuring

FIG. 1. Schematic of thein situ calibration of the IDS response amplitude
and phase. The Quatech WSB-100 provides the clock for both the drivin
signal and the Aurora 14 digitizers.

FIG. 2. Extraction of phase information from noisy IDS output signals usin
correlation analysis.~a! An oscillating signal,Sref , drove an LED atvd .
The digitized data points are represented above with closed circles.~b! The
signal output from the jth channel,Xj , contains both the phase lagged
output signal,Sj , and photon noise fluctuations with amplituded rms, re-
corded at the closed squares.~c! Correlation of the driving signal andXj

with a sinusoid at exactlyvo5vd over 2p yields the correlation function
Cref(c) andCj (c), respectively. The phase lag introduced by the channe
F j (vd), is retrieved as the angle between the two positive going roots of th
correlation functions. The relative channel response is calculated
Rj (w)5Sj /Sref .
286 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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an identically zero beat frequency and an effectively infin
correlation length.

Figure 3 shows the measured system response ampl
and phase averaged over the 32 channels. The system e
its an extremely linear phase response from dc to 250 k
corresponding to a nondispersive signal delay of 3.64ms.
The wide bandwidth of the diagnostic removes the ana
electronics as the limiting factor for time resolution of phys
cal phenomena. This limit is currently imposed either by t
viewing chord which spatially averages over fast fluctuatio
of highly localized phenomena, or the low spectral irradian
of the impurity being observed. However, for large sca
phenomena of bright impurities the IDS is capable of reso
ing velocity and temperature dynamics with better than
ms resolution.

B. Instrument function

To measure the individual channel transfer functions
employed a cadmium lamp powered by a regulated dc c
rent source. A precision motor drive rotated the spectrom
grating sweeping the 226.5 nm cadmium line in 5th ord
across the exit fiber-optic array. A single sweep of the c
mium line traced out the instrument functions of sixteen ID
channels, corresponding to one view of the diagnostic
photodiode detector provided a reference measurement o
lamp brightness, which varied;4%.

The area, centroid, and variance of each instrument fu
tion were calculated statistically, while the value and locat
of the instrument function maximum were estimated via
parabolic fit to the peak of each trace pulse. A linear fit
both sides of the peak provided an estimate of the instrum
function FWHM. Additional sweeps for each view whic
included a neighboring cadmium line at 283.7 nm in fou
order provided a conversion factor from the digitized tim
axis to a wavelength axis equal to the known wavelen
separation of the two lines divided by their measured se
ration in time. Final sweeps in which both IDS views we
illuminated determined the relative position of one set of
channels to the other.

g

g

l,
e
as

FIG. 3. The calibrated phase and amplitude response from 5–500 kH
shown averaged over the 32 IDS channels. The system response amp
~solid! drops 5 dB from 5 to 250 kHz providing a broad analog bandwid
From 250–500 kHz the response drops to224 dB insuring negligible alias-
ing of high frequency noise. The system phase response~dashed! is excep-
tionally linear over the effective analog bandwidth corresponding to a n
dispersive signal delay of 3.64ms.
Plasma diagnostics
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C. Absolute photon response

The absolute photon response of the IDS was meas
using an integrating sphere with a well calibrated luminos
and blackbody spectral response. The sphere, placed dir
in front of one of the two collecting lenses, illuminated 16
the 32 IDS channels. Digitizing the 16 output signals a
MHz, 128 K records were collected at various PMT bi
voltages. The statistics of the photoelectrons emitted by
photocathode of the PMT should dominate the statistics
the signaly. By assuming the photoelectron emission to b
Poisson process one can relate the moments ofy to the mean
number of photoelectron counts per sample,^npe&, and the
sensitivity of our detection system to the incident photoel
trons,Gpe, as

^y&5Gpê npe&, ~3a!

^y2&2^y&25Gpe
2 ~^npe

2 &2^npe&
2!52Gpe

2 ^npe&D f tsample.
~3b!

Here D f is the analog bandwidth of the diagnostic a
tsampis the sampling interval of the system digitizers. Add
tional corrections to Eq.~3b! due to PMT dark current and
the single electron response pulse distribution should b
order unity10 within the precision of this calibration. How
ever, the calibration data exhibit an unexpected qu
Gaussian spike in the distribution about the signal baselin
addition to the expected Poisson distribution@Fig. 4~a!#.
While the dark current originating within the PMT dynod
chain is too small to account for all of the spike, a possi
explanation lies in the delta function response of the de
tion system. Digitizer sampling 1 MHz of individual PMT
photoelectrons in the wings of the response which rin
about zero due to the finite system bandwidth may eff
tively pull a portion of the count distribution to negative an
near zero values. Unfortunately, we have been thus far
able to reproduce this feature in simulations which incor
rate these effects. A Gaussian fit to the distribution below
baseline@Fig. 4~b!# subtracted from the whole distributio
recovers a distribution which more closely approximate
Poisson curve@Fig. 4~c!#. Calculation of the moments of thi
distribution yields, through Eq.~3!, estimates for̂ npe& and
Gpe.

The photon flux incident on a single channel from t
calibrated source is given by

Gg5
I lhchDch

hc/l
, ~4!

whereI l is the spectral irradiance of the integrating sphe
hch is the system e´tendue per channel of 11.
31025sr cm2, Dch is the single channel width of 0.024 nm
andl is 529.1 nm. This yields aGg'400 photons/ms which
when compared to the derived photoelectron flu
Gpe5^npe&/tsample51.5 pe/ms, corresponds to a total syste
efficiency of 0.3%. This value agrees well with a value
2% for the system optical transmission efficiency estima
during the original diagnostic design multiplied by 15%, t
quantum efficiency of the PMTs listed in manufacture
specifications.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A nonlinear Gaussian fit yields the moments of the Dop
pler broadened line profiles output from the IDS.11 Simula-
tions have demonstrated that smoothing the raw data prior
conducting a fit reduces noise in the fit moments more effe
tively than smoothing the moments of fits to the raw data
Typically, data are binned from 1 MHz to 100 kHz prior to
analysis because MHD phenomena in MST above 20 kH
are spatially averaged out. The IDS 250 kHz analog ban
width maintains the capacity to observe fast, well
illuminated, global events.

The extremely linear phase response and broad ana
bandwidth allow for the subtraction of a constant time dela
from the time axis in place of a Fourier deconvolution of th
system response from the raw data. Additionally, the narrow
ness of the single channel instrument function relative to th
temperature broadened line width allows the approximatio
of the instrument function by a Gaussian. This enables th
recovery of the thermal line width,s th , from the fit moment
of the convolved profile,sfit , as

s th
25sfit

2 2sch
2 , ~5!

wheresch is the variance of the single channel instrumen
function.

FIG. 4. ~a! A histogram of digitized signal level yields a curve which ap-
pears to be a super position of the expected Poisson curve with a Gaus
spike about the channel base line.~b! A fit to the distribution below the base
line reveals an approximately Gaussian shape.~c! Subtraction of the fitted
Gaussian from the distribution recovers a distribution above the base li
which more closely approximates a Poisson curve. Here the horizontal a
has been renormalized to the corresponding number of incident photoel
trons and the Poisson curve corresponding to the calculated signal mean
variance is over drawn.
287Plasma diagnostics
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Figure 5 contains flow and temperature data from a typ
cal MST discharge which demonstrates the upgraded ca
bilities of the IDS. The diagnostic clearly resolves the su
den, regular braking of the plasma flow that coincides wi
the discrete relaxation events known as sawtooth crashe12

The IDS allows the accurate measurement of the<100 ms
deceleration on an individual sawtooth basis. These eve
are also characterized by the sudden spikes in the ion te
perature apparent in Fig. 5~b!. The mode of operation used
for this discharge is characterized by a period of small, rap
sawtooth-like events, seen from 20 to 25 ms in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!. The IDS resolves the ion temperature and flow dynam
ics associated with these rapid events in addition to the fi
sawtooth crash which terminates the period and effects
dramatic reversal of the plasma flow direction at 25 ms. T
facilitate presentation, the data shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!
are binned at 20 kHz. However, the expanded plot of 2 m
about the sawtooth crash@Figs. 5~c!–5~d!# contains data
points which fit every 10ms. Zooming in on this event it is
apparent that what seemed a single braking event in Fig. 5~a!
is in fact two distinct braking events separated by less th
50ms. A corresponding double spike can also be discerned
Fig. 5~d! for the expanded temperature. This feature, invi
ible to resolutions>20 ms, could not have been observe
with the IDS system prior to its upgrade.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The upgrade to the IDS has made it one of the faste
highest resolution spectroscopic diagnostics of its kind.
calibration technique employing a D/A signal generator sy
chronized with the system digitizers provides an accurate,in
situ measurement of the system phase and amplitude

FIG. 5. IDS data from a typical MST discharge.~a! The IDS resolves sharp
decelerations in the ion flow during sawteeth events at 8, 13, 25, and 32
~b! These braking events are typically accompanied by large, sudden sp
in the ion temperature over which the impurity line profile remains therm
~c! Expanding the data about the large sawtooth at 25 ms reveals two
tinct braking events separated by less than 50ms. ~d! The corresponding
heating spikes can also be discerned in the expanded temperature data
288 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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sponse from 5 to 500 kHz. This calibration demonstrates
the IDS has an extremely linear phase response over a
kHz analog bandwidth. The measurement of the single ch
nel instrument functions was performed with a bright ca
mium line swept over the sixteen channel array. In addit
an estimate of the absolute photon response using a statis
analysis of the light signal transmitted through the IDS s
tem from a blackbody spectral source shows a system
and transmission efficiency in agreement with previous e
mates. In operation the IDS has proven a powerful and
bust measurement tool of fast global ion velocity and te
perature dynamics. Measurements of events with the<10ms
resolution of the upgraded IDS allow the quantitative me
surement of rapid changes in the equilibrium ion flow a
temperature typically associated with flux generating sa
teeth events. In addition the enchanced resolution facilita
the investigation of plasma phenomena associated w
MHD fluctuations in the fluid flow previously invisible on
the MST.
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